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                                                                        CHAPTER 05 

DISCUSSION 

With the aid of PSCAD simulation, each configuration was checked to ascertain the 

best installation method of the substation earthing. Probability of failure of 

transformer may be higher in the configuration 1 and configuration 3 as they show 

high voltage impulse stress at HT terminal of the transformer due to the inductance 

of down lead wire. The configuration 2 has less voltage impulse due to the small 

inductance of the lead wire as the connecting length is very shorter when compared 

to the other configurations. It is observed that the inductance of lead wire of the 

arrester would decide the withstand capability of the substation. In this work, length 

of lead wire for connecting arresters and earth electrode is taken at the minimum 

length that can be used for substation installation in practically. Outdoor transformers 

having tank mounted arresters are well protected, because this installation method 

virtually eliminates series arrester leads. However, in the CEB Galle Area most of 

installations are configuration 1 as shown in Figure 2.3. This construction practice is 

quite common. Such installations tend to have very long arrester leads which greatly 

increase surge voltage stress on Substation. Duration of voltage impulse at the 

transformer will decide the insulation failure. Transformer insulation is tested for the 

standard lightning wave, but if the impulse is higher than BIL and it’s existing time 

duration is lesser than standard lightning wave, then the transformer insulation may 

not fail. It can be decided by equation (2.3) in Chapter 2. 

In the configuration 2, effect of lead wire connecting the Arrester with transformer 

body and the Arrester to the HT bushing of transformer is not significant as arresters 

are mounted on top plate of the transformer. Some transformer manufacturers are 

allowed to connect arrester earth directly to the top plate of the transformer body and 

earth at the bottom. This may allow lightning surge current to go through the 

transformer body. Then the potential rise at transformer HT terminal with respect to 

the transformer body can be minimized. But in the configuration 2, potential rise at 

the transformer HT terminal with respect to the earth is significantly higher due to 
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the considerable length of the lead wire connecting transformer body to the earth.  

This can be minimized by taking a lead wire shorter in length connecting the 

transformer body to the earth electrode. 

But the length of the lead wire   cannot be minimized to zero. It should be kept for 

placed at safe installation height and to the location of earth electrode. Transformer 

should be installed at a standard height and the earth electrode has to bury at the 

proper distance within the substation premises. Then we have to take the minimum 

possible length of the lead wire to minimize potential rise due to the inductance. This 

minimum length of the lead wire may be different from the method of installation of 

substation which is double pole installation, single pole installation or plinth 

mounted.  While keeping the earth electrode resistance at constant value (at 10 ohm), 

we can decide maximum possible length of lead wire that has been used for 

connecting transformer body and the earth electrode for given area. If the method of 

substation installation is plinth mounted type, lead wire can be minimized to a very 

shorter length by taking plinth structure for earthing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 5.1 Plinth Mounted Substation 
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The effect of proper lightning arrester earthing has strongly influenced and affected 

the voltage and its critical current. Probability of transformer damage is higher at 

high resistance of earth electrode. This is because proper substation earthing which 

reduces potential at the transformer HT terminal with respect to the earth. 

The peak overvoltage occurring at the HT terminal is partly determined by the 

apparent earth electrode resistance. As mentioned previously, the lightning effects of 

an overhead line depends on the ground flash density of the region and on the 

incidence of lightning strikes to a line. 

Configuration 2 is used for other simulation work with line arrangement 1, and 

medium voltage distribution line terminated at the substation. for constant peak 

lightning current with different earth electrode resistance is taken in to account. 

Graph is plotted by varying the resistance of earth electrode. It is observed that 

transformer damage probability is lesser at lower resistance value and lower arrester 

current.  

If the lightning flash density is known for the given area, arrester discharge current 

can be predicted using the IEEE C62.22 curve. Then Voltage at the HT terminal of 

the transformer with respect to the earth can be plotted at a minimum possible length 

of lead wire. For the given area there should be the maximum possible earth 

resistance value for the substation. It is noticed that required resistance depends on 

the substation installation method and the line arrangement. Variation of resistance 

of earth electrode will not seriously affect the potential at the transformer HT 

terminal with respect to the transformer body. The potential rise may be higher in the 

body due to the lower part lead wire inductance and the earth potential due to 

discharge of arrester current. Then potential rise at transformer body significantly 

varies with earth resistance. 

In the configuration 2 potential difference of transformer body and the HT terminal is 

same as the arrester residual voltage. Then transformer will be protected.  

Using high frequency transformer model proposed by Reference [8], the impulse 

voltage transmitted to the low voltage side can be analyzed. Impulse transmitted to 
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low voltage side varied significantly with each earth electrode resistance and low 

earth electrode resistance lowers the voltage stress at low voltage side. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


